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Can a person sin themselves
beyond God’s grace?

Mercy = ______ receiving what we ______ deserve
Grace = receiving what we ____________ deserve
Scripture warns against a _____________ heart
“The imperfect tense of the verb shows that the hardening was a process. Over the course of
Paul’s three-month ministry in the Ephesian synagogue, some hearts gradually hardened against
the gospel. When the truth is rejected repeatedly, it hardens the heart, and the message of
salvation becomes an ‘aroma from death to death’ (2 Cor 2:16).” John MacArthur
It is possible for someone to go too far causing God to ____________________ to their sin
1. The _______________________
What is the sin of the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit?
John MacArthur:
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association: “To commit this sin one must _____________,
____________, _____________, and ______________ reject the testimony of the Spirit to the
deity and saving power of the Lord Jesus. … The unpardonable sin is not some particularly
grievous sin committed by a Christian before or after accepting Christ, nor is it thinking or saying
something terrible about the Holy Spirit. Rather, it is ___________________________ the Holy
Spirit’s witness and invitation to turn to Jesus until death ends _________________________.”
Dr. R.C. Sproul, Ligonier Ministries: “_____________________ whether one has committed
the unforgivable sin is one of the clearest evidences that the troubled person has not committed
this sin, for those who commit it are so _____________ in their hearts that they do not _________
that they commit it. Blasphemers of the Holy Spirit are so hardened against God that they do not
care about sin, so if we are _____________, we can be sure we have not blasphemed the Spirit.”
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2. Sinning away your _______________________
•

God said that He sent __________ different warnings to Israel in the form of plagues.

•

Then He said, ______________________________________________

•

So in response to their abstinence, the Lord said, ________________________________

3. The sin _______________________
When a believer sins beyond repentance and dies prematurely as the punishment.

